NEW

Sun, rain and wind
protection from
markilux

markilux markant.
Make the rain take a detour.

markilux markant | The Striking One The free-standing shading system markilux
markant is protection against sun, wind and rain, that can be tailored to your precise
requirements. The awnings, integrated into the frame, lend the system a textile character,
their fabrics making it possible to create the pleasant colour ambience you have in mind.
The markant offers protection, security, freedom, outstanding looks and comfort
in a purist design.

Dimensions
Max. post separation
up to 600 cm × 600 cm
with two independently
functioning awnings,
as a single unit
up to 300 cm × 600 cm,
overall height 260 cm,
other heights are possible
Options
LED lighting,
infrared heaters,
vertical cassette blinds

markilux.com

Just what you need – regardless
of the weather Ideal lifestyle
pleasure on the patio or in the
garden – in just about any weather
and at any time of the year.

On request – that little bit more From the atmosphere-creating lighting
with LED line or spots through infrared heaters to vertical cassette blinds
with panoramic windows, the markilux markant fulfils all your wishes as far
as the creation of an al fresco oasis of relaxation goes.

Stops rain and increases
privacy Prefabricated openings
in the cover allow rainwater to drain
away to the ground through the
corner posts.

03/2019 · We reserve the right to make technical modifications without giving prior notice. Colours may differ slightly from those depicted in both hue and finish.

markilux markant – Hospitable. Inviting. Accessible.

For the exclusive outdoor gastonomy, serving guests in fresh air while protecting
them from heat, cold, wind or rain. With high-quality components and a wide range
of configuration options, the markilux markant meets all the demands on
contemporary, effective and exclusive outdoor hospitality.
Allow yourself to be inspired, enthused, advised ...
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